
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Starkbierzeit 

STARKBIERZEIT IN M0NCHEN / STRONG BEER SEASON 

(mid-February to mid-March) 

1. Besides the famous Oktoberfest, Starkbierfest (or the 5th season) is the second big 
beer festival in Munich and a great opportunity to have fun with your friends and to 
wear the traditional Dirndl and Lederhosen. 

2. The historical origin of strong beer or Bockbier lies in the Catholic religion: the 
monks were not allowed to eat during the period of fasting and therefore brewed 
dark beer, which was stronger in calories and alcohol, in order to substitute for the 
lack of food. It was called "liquid bread." 

3. You might be surprised to learn that although "stark" means "strong" in German, 
the name Starkbier doesn't actually refer to the alcoholic content of the beer, but 
rather the beer's Stammwiirze (original wort). This indicates the amount of solids in 
the beverage. 

4. Nowadays most people don't fast anymore, but the dark beer and the beer festival 
has survived the till!,eS, so don't miss this "little Oktoberfest!" 

5. Fasting can make demands on food consumption, so Bavarians brew especially 
strong beer during the Starkbier period midway through Lent. Large breweries even 
assign special names to these beers: 

• Lowenbrau Triumphator 
• Augustinerbrau Animator und Maximator 
• Paulaner Salvator 
• Weihenstephaner Kristal! Weizenbock 
• Ayinger Celebrator 
• Hofbrau Delikator 
• Gottfried Jakobs Blonder Bock 
• Doppelspaten 

6. Fasting is as conspicuous by its absence in Germany as here, but that doesn't mean 
that one should miss such pleasant customs as Fasching and Starkbier. 

Starkbierzeit 

Wann der Fasching vorbel 

isl wird in der Fastenzett 

das Starkbier 

ausgeschenl<t 

The tnals of Fasching are followed by a time of relaxation, the strong beer 
season the time for Salvator, Triumphator, Maximator, Patronator, Dop
pelspaten, St. Jakobus, and all the others. They make fasting easier, help 
to empty one's purse and get down the fat put on during the winter. 

The Municher makes a pilgrimage to the Nockherberg or to his regularly 
reserved table in an inn and waits behind his mug for spring to come. The 
strong-beer season is not long. It ends onJosefi, March 19, the ''name day'' 
for all those who are named Josef, Sepp, or Bepperl, Joe, Jupp or similarly. 
On this day is the last opp ortunity to try to lift the "Steirer Hans Stone" and 
win the gold, silver, and pewter Triumphator mug; it is not easy to win, for 
the stone weighs 508 pounds. The Steirer Hans, formerly innkeeper_in t~e 
inn "Zur Bayerischen Krone" in the Schiitze nstraBe, always lifted 1t with 
one finger. He kept himself fit with a walking stick weighing twelve and a 
half kilos which can still be seen in the Valentin Musa.um. 

Starkbierzeit 

Mit der Fastenzeit beginnt 

die starkbiersaison: Feste 

und Anstichtermine im 

Marz. .. 


